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recognize and understand intonational patterns, their
production may lag behind their abilities in speech perception.
Current L2 speech learning theories stress the importance
of an interaction between perception and production in the
successful acquisition of L2 phonology [14, 17, 18]. More
specifically, theories such as the Speech Learning Model [14],
while primarily concerned with segmental rather than suprasegmental features, posit that correct perception is a
precondition to correct production [e.g. 15]. However, other
research has suggested that accurate production may precede
accurate perception of nonnative prosody [16, 17], and that the
perception-production link may be more complex depending on
a variety of factors (e.g. phonetic, phonological, social, etc.).
Therefore, the present study investigates the following research
questions:
(1) What intonational patterns do L2 learners of English
produce depending on sentence type?
(2) In which respects do the learners differ from native
speakers in their production in similar contexts?
(3) Is there an implicational relationship between the
perception and production of prosody by L2 learners such that
correct perception implies correct production but not the
inverse?
By answering these research questions, the present study
aims to explore the link between prosody perception and
production. We analyze the ability of German learners of
English to choose appropriate intonational patterns for various
sentence types (e.g. questions, statements, sarcasm, etc.) that
are embedded in a narrative context and compare this with the
results of our previous perception study [3].

Abstract
Investigations of the link between the perception and
production of prosody by language learners can inform theories
of prosody perception and production, especially with regard to
Second Language Acquisition (SLA), and for the
implementation of prosody in Foreign Language Teaching
(FLT). The perception and production of prosody in L2 speech
are often analyzed separately, but the link between the two is
rarely the focus of investigation [e.g. 1, 2].
In a previous study [3], we analyzed the perception of
prosody in read speech by German learners of English (n=20),
who performed similarly to the British English (BrE) control
group (n=25) for some sentence types (e.g. statements, yes/noquestions) and worse for others (e.g. open and closed tag
questions, sarcasm). The present study extends this analysis by
comparing the same learners’ perception and production of
prosody in read speech with the same sentence types.
Overall, the learners (n=20) performed better in production
and were more similar to the native speakers’
(n=10) performance than in the perception task. However, the
learners significantly differed from the native controls in
production, i.e. closed tag questions and checking questions.
Interestingly, the learners also performed significantly better in
yes/no and statement questions than the native speakers.
Index Terms: L2 intonation, L2 acquisition, English, German,
perception vs. production

1. Introduction

2. Studies on L2 Perception & Production

Prosody is a particularly challenging area in L2 speech learning,
even at the advanced level, as previous studies on L2 prosody
have shown [4-8]. The reasons for this include that prosody is
highly dependent on context and fulfills various functions (e.g.
attitudinal, discoursal), some of which the learners might not be
aware of. For learners undergoing formal instruction, the
problem is exacerbated by a general neglect of prosody in FLT
[see e.g. 9, 10].
Previous studies of L2 production show that speech
produced by learners of English differs significantly from the
speech produced by native speakers [1, 8]. Studies of L2
perception, however, reported only a few problematic areas for
L2 speakers, such as tag questions and sarcasm [3, 13]. This
might suggest that, even though learners of English are able to

The small genetic and typological distance between German
and English (both are intonation languages with a stress-timed
rhythm and both use pitch in a systematic way to mark different
syntactic structures [20-23]) suggests only limited differences
in tone inventory and the meaning of tones [20, 24-26]. Five
mono- and bi-tonal nuclear tones (rise, fall, fall-rise, rise-fall,
and level) have been described in the British tradition across
various studies [13, 27] for English as well as German. Even
though studies have shown that German and English seem to
share a common tone inventory of phonological
representations, the two languages differ in the way these
representations are realized phonetically, i.e. the alignment of
the peak might be realized on different vowels or for a longer
duration, etc. [24, 28].
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Production studies indicate that in BrE falling tones are
used 50% of the time and rises and fall-rises about 40% of the
time [27]. In German learner English, level tones are the most
common type of nuclei (65.4% of all cases) [8]. Simple pitch
movements are distributed equally with falling (17.6%) and
rising nuclei (15.5%), while complex tones are extremely rare
in nonnative speech (<1.5%) [8]. Also, an overuse of rises and
replacement of falls with rises and vice versa were reported for
German learners of English [8].
Another interesting aspect is the acquisition of nuclear
tones. A longitudinal study of nuclear tones produced by
Austrian school children learning English in a reading passage
showed that simple tones are acquired before complex tones,
and falls are produced before rises [29]. Native speakers of
English of the same age produced the same proportions but the
falls were phonetically different. Additionally, the German
learners produced only 17.5% of rises in English and 45.9% of
rises in the same context in their L1. Thus, intonation training
seems to have the greatest influence on the acquisition of
intonational patterns, as other studies have shown that German
English (GE) speakers significantly increased the overall
percentage of nuclei with pitch movements and complex nuclei
similar to native speaker values in the reading passage after a
six-month training course [8].
While a sizeable number of studies have investigated the
production of prosody, very few studies have focused on
perception. The two studies most relevant to the present
analysis were conducted by Mok et al. (Hong Kong English
(HKE) vs. BrE) [13] and Puga et al. (GE vs. BrE) [3]. Both
studies tested the learners’ knowledge of nuclear tones in an
intonation perception task and compared them to a native
control group. The GE learners chose the correct intonation
contour slightly more than half of the time (54.1%), which was
more often than the HKE learners at 43%, but less often than
the BrE speakers (72.6%). The results showed that the two
learner groups were quite similar to each other. Both learner
groups encountered problems with tag questions and sarcasm.
These results were partly explained by a possible L1-influence.
In summary, for L2 speech learning in general, a tight link
between production and perception has been postulated by
many authors [14, 17, 30-33]. While some studies have shown
that adult-like production of prosody precedes comprehension
[16, 17], the more common pattern appears to be that perception
precedes production [34, 35]. Most of the difficulties L2
learners experience seem to be motivated perceptually [e.g. 15]
and often related to L1-transfer [1, 8]. Morever, some studies
suggest that L1-transfer is more evident in production than in
perception, further supporting the claim that perception
precedes production [1].

were all university students aged 19 to 34 (mean 22.5 years; SD:
±1.7).
3.2. Data
Participants were asked to read aloud a short story with a length
of 523 words/28 sentences that included several sentence types
(e.g. statements, questions, sarcasm). The expected nuclear
tones (see Table 1) for each sentence type in the short story are
based on the fourth author’s initial reading and standard
descriptions of BrE [13, 27]. In the case of sarcasm, we
distinguished between two different types of sarcasm contours.
Sarcasm 1 (appears twice in the experiment) could be produced
with a rise-fall or a fall. Sarcasm 2 (appears once) could be
produced with a rise-fall only.
Table 1: Number of items by sentence type and expected
nuclear tone.
Sentence Type
Statement
Continuation
Statement question
Echo question
Yes/no question
Wh-question
Closed tag
Open tag
Checking tag
Sarcasm
Checking

Nuclear
tone
fall
level/rise
rise
rise/fall-rise
rise
fall
fall
rise
rise
rise-fall/fall
fall-rise/rise

Number
of items
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
1
3
1

3.3. Procedure
The participants were first allowed to familiarize themselves
with the short story and were then recorded reading it aloud.
They were instructed to read the story in its entirety and not to
stop for self-corrections. After the production task, the
participants completed the perception task on the basis of the
same short story ([3]). The recordings were annotated in Praat
for nucleus placement and nuclear tone contours.
3.4. Statistics
The data were analyzed with a logistic mixed-effects regression
model with RESPONSE (expected/other) as dependent variable.
The model used in section 4.1 included an interaction between
L1 (English/German) and SENTENCE_TYPE as independent
variables as well as PARTICIPANT and ITEM as random effects
(computed with packages NLME and LSMEANS in R [36-38]).
The models in section 4.4 included SENTENCE_TYPE as
independent variable and PARTICIPANT and ITEM as random
effects. Significance testing was carried out with post-hoc
Tukey tests.

3. Method
3.1. Participants
20 German learners of English (5 male; age 20-28, mean 24),
all L1 speakers of German with no speech or auditory
impairments, participated in the experiment. All of the
participants were advanced learners of English enrolled in a
Bachelor’s or Master’s degree in English literature and
linguistics. 6 of the 20 participants had stayed in an Englishspeaking country for a period ranging from one month to one
year (see [3] for further information).
The BrE native speaker control group consisted of 10
participants (3 male) with normal speech and hearing. They

4. Results
4.1 Differences and similarities in the production data
The learners in this study reached only a slightly lower accuracy
rate (mean 67.1%) than the native control group (mean 70.7%;
see Table 2). Nevertheless, an analysis by sentence type reveals
substantial differences between the two groups. Specifically, a
mixed effects regression model on accuracy of tone choice
indicates that the learners performed significantly worse than
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the native group in closed tag and checking questions, and
significantly better in yes/no and statement questions. For six
out of thirteen sentence types, the learners reached accuracy
rates similar to the control group, including checking tag,
statements, open tag questions, wh-questions, sarcasm 2, and
continuation. The accuracy rates in Table 2 are based on the
fourth authors’ recording and the expected contours for certain
sentence types determined by a literature review [13, 27]. If the
tone choice made by the native control group is used as a
baseline instead, the accuracy rate of all individual learners
drops by about 20%, ranging from 30% to 60% (mean 47%).

GE=5%). However, both groups opted mostly for falls in this
condition (GE=75%; BrE=60%), which was not one of the
expected contours. Continuation sentences were also produced
similarly among the two groups with expected (level) and not
expected contours (falls).
Apart from these similarities, a number of substantial
differences were found, too. Interestingly, the German learners
significantly outperformed the native speakers in two
conditions, i.e. yes/no-questions (GE=95%; BrE=23%), where
(in addition to the canonical rise) the native speakers also
produced fall-rises (63%) and falls (13%; 5% of German
learners also produced falls). The second condition included
statement questions, where simple rises were expected, too
(GE=77.5%; BrE=15%): here the native speakers produced
fall-rises (80%) and falls (5%). On the other hand, the checking
and closed tag sentences seemed to pose the largest problem in
production for the nonnative speakers of English. For the
checking sentence, 90% of the native speakers produced a fallrise nuclear tone, but only 20% of the nonnative speakers did
so. While both groups reached similar accuracy rates for
statement questions/echo (GE=95%; BrE=90%) and echo
questions (GE=97%; BrE=94%), the distribution among the
two possible tones for both sentence types was different.
Overall, the native speakers seemed to be more consistent
as a group in the production of sentence types where falls were
expected and where nonnative speakers quite frequently opted
for rises instead (e.g. wh-questions, statements, sarcasm 1).

Table 2: Distribution of choices for each sentence type
(rounded percentages; highlighted cells are the expected
answers; G=German learners; E=English native speakers;
Q=Question). Statistical significance of differences in
accuracy (correct vs. incorrect tone) between G and E are
indicated under Type.
Type
(Tukey test)

Group

Fall

Rise

Fall
-rise

Rise
-fall

Level

Statement

G
E

80
93

8
0

6
3

7
0

0
3

Continuation

G
E

38
40

8
3

8
27

0
0

43
30

Statement Q
(p<0.001)

G
E

10
5

77.5
15

7.5
80

5
0

0
0

Statement
question/echo

G
E

5
10

90
10

5
80

0
0

0
0

Echo
question

G
E

3
3

87
37

10
57

0
0

0
3

YN-question
(p<0.0001)

G
E

5
13

95
23

0
63

0
0

0
0

Wh-question

G
E

77
93

18
0

1.6
3

1.6
3

1.6
0

Closed tag
(p<0.0001)

G
E

25
90

68
3

2
3

2
0

3
3

Open tag

G
E

10
5

80
95

7.5
0

2.5
0

0
0

Checking tag

G
E

0
0

100
100

0
0

0
0

0
0

Sarcasm (1)

G
E

12.5
60

37.5
0

7.5
5

42.5
35

0
0

Sarcasm (2)

G
E

75
60

15
0

0
20

5
20

5
0

Checking
(p<0.01)

G
E

70
10

5
0

20
90

5
0

0
0

4.2 Differences between individual speakers
Accuracy rates for most of the British participants ranged from
64% to 70%, with only two speakers reaching 78.6% and
85.7%, respectively. Unsurprisingly, the learners were more
heterogeneous in their performance than the native speakers,
with accuracy rates ranging from 42.9% to 85.7%, and most
learners in the 60-70% range.
Looking more closely at the learner biographies of the eight
best-performing participants (accuracy above 70%), we find no
indication that particular variables might explain their good
performance. The eight learners comprise both younger and
older participants, were mostly brought up monolingually and
some but not all of them spent time in an English-speaking
country (USA and New Zealand). The only biographical
variable providing some insight is gender, with all eight bestperforming learners being female. However, this finding should
be interpreted with caution given that only five of the twenty
learners are male, and all five reached average scores.
4.3 Alternative nucleus placement
Every learner in the present data set committed at least two
nucleus placement errors, and some learners up to six (GE:
n=87 nucleus placement errors, BrE: n=25 nucleus placement
errors). The five most frequent nucleus placement errors
occurred in the two sarcasm sentences, one checking sentence,
one statement, and one wh-question. For instance, common
errors for the nonnative group appeared in the sarcastic remark
Would you, now? Luke said sarcastically, where 11 of the 20
learners placed the nucleus on now instead of would you (and
one learner on both). Trials with erroneous nuclear placement
were not included in the subsequent analysis.

The two groups show similar performance in several contexts,
including in checking tag sentences, where both groups only
produced rises, which was also the expected tone. Both groups
(GE and E) produced similar tones with almost equal accuracy
rates for simple statements (fall= BrE=93%; GE=80%). For
open tag sentences, both groups produced mostly rises
(GE=80%; BrE=95). Both groups were mostly accurate in
choosing a falling tone for wh-questions (GE=77%; BrE=93).
For sarcasm 2, where only a rise-fall tone was deemed possible,
the native speakers outperformed the learners (E=20%;
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4.4 Comparison of accuracy in production and perception

As for the choice of particular non-target like intonation
patterns, just as previous studies have shown [8], the learners
produced falls where rises would have been expected, and vice
versa. This pattern was found in both perception (statements,
w-questions, tag questions) and production (e.g. sarcasm,
wh-questions).
Comparing the performance of individual learners in the
perception task [3] and production task, we find that more
participants reached accuracy rates similar to the native control
group in the production task (8/20) than in the perception task
(4/20). Performance was strongly dependent on sentence type,
with some types likely to induce correct performance in both
perception and production, some in perception only, and some
in production only.
While there are some differences between learners and
native speakers in tone choice in particular contexts (research
question 2), the learners perform significantly better in
production than in perception. This is relevant for our third
research question, which asked whether correct perception in
learners implies correct production, as speech learning theories
predict [14]. Our results indicate the opposite pattern, with the
unexpected pattern, correct production without correct
perception, in 27% of all trials, and the expected pattern, correct
perception without correct production, in only 14%. Thus,
correct perception does not appear to imply correct production,
but rather the other way around, as some previous studies have
suggested [16, 17]. The results further suggest that the
perception and production of prosody are aligned in some, but
not all contexts. However, it needs to be kept in mind that the
native control group did not remain stable in their performance
across tasks either. For instance, while the native speakers only
reached an accuracy of 44% for checking sentences in the
perception data, 90% accuracy was reached in the production
task for this sentence type.
When evaluating other influential factors in the production
data, we found no indication that particular variables might
explain the good performance of individual learners for some
sentence types. Only gender might play a role in both
perception as well as production, with female learners
outperforming the male learners (and more so in perception
than production). As in the perception task, L1 influence might
account for the problems the learners faced with closed tag
questions [13], since tag questions do not have a direct
equivalent in German. Apart from subject variables, speakerindependent and contextual variables of the experiment also
provide some insight [39, 40]. These variables could account
for the unexpected results for the continuation sentences in both
the perception and production tasks, where both groups might
not have been aware that the sentences were intended as
“continuation sentences”.
Finally, the analysis of the production data revealed further
differences between native and nonnative speech. These might
be addressed in a follow-up study. One area of interest is the
specific phonetic realization of nuclear tones, including peak
alignment. Given that German and English have been described
to have different phonetic realizations of several nuclear tones
[24, 28, 29], we expect that learners transfer fine phonetic detail
from their L1 to their L2 at least to a certain degree.

Overall, we find no evidence of an implicational relationship
between correct perception and correct production. We
compared the tone choice in the perception and production tasks
for each learner across contexts and distinguish four scenarios:
(1) correct choice in both tasks, (2) incorrect choice in both
tasks, (3) correct choice in perception task only, and (4) correct
choice in production task only. If correct production requires
correct perception, scenario 4 should be rare or at least rarer
than scenario 3.
The analysis reveals that the learners chose the correct tone
in production only (scenario 4) almost twice as often as in
perception only (scenario 3), as shown in Table 3 (‘full
dataset’). Given that even the native control group performed
badly in some contexts (see section 4.1), we removed the four
sentence types with the worst scores for the control group from
the analysis (continuation, statement qn., y/n qn., sarcasm).
Even in this reduced dataset, the learners still chose the correct
tone more often in production only than in perception only.
Table 3: Relationship between performance in production and
perception tasks, learner data only.
Correct
(1) Both
(2) None
(3) Perception only
(4) Production only

Full dataset

Reduced dataset

N

%

N

%

224
105
79
152

40.0
18.8
14.1
27.1

173
51
50
66

50.9
15.0
14.7
19.4

Returning to the full dataset, we further investigated whether
accurate choice in scenario (4), production only, and scenario
(1), correct perception and production, was more likely to occur
for specific sentence types. A mixed effects regression model
confirms this and indicates that accurate choice in production
only was particularly likely to occur in yes/no-questions
(estimated likelihood .58), continuation (.42), checking tag
questions (.40) and open tag questions (.33). Correct choice in
both perception and production was particularly likely in echo
questions (.72), statement questions/echo (.70), statements (.62)
and wh-questions (.60).

5. Discussion
Based on an analysis of intonation contour choice embedded in
a short story context (research question 1), we find that the 20
L1 German learners of English tested in this study performed
better in the production task than in the perception task. While
their performance in the perception task showed similarities
with the native control group, substantial differences were
found in production, especially in particular sentence types (e.g.
closed tag questions and checking questions). Interestingly, the
learners also performed significantly better than the control
group in two contexts (yes/no and statement questions). A
plausible explanation might be that the learners tend to adopt
standard BrE intonation contour choices, while the native
control group might follow a more recent model that is the
result of ongoing language change not yet reflected in English
Language Teaching. At present, this explanation remains
speculative and should be tested in future work.
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